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Good afternoon Jo,
Thank you for your email to Resolute respecting the March 5 Technical Panel Meeting. Attached are the materials that
Resolute intends to refer to at that meeting. Resolute requests 30 minutes on the agenda. Peter Giardetti will speak to
the power point deck he provided to the DRWG, and George Vegh will speak to the text of the market rule
submission. Other people attending at the meeting on behalf of Resolute are Peter Giardetti, Tony Ruberto and myself
Cara Degelman.
Please let us know who will be presenting the IESO’s position and forward the materials they will be providing to the
Technical Panel.
With respect to next steps following the meeting, I note that IESO staff intends to propose that this matter return to the
DRWG. Resolute is concerned that this approach can result in unnecessary delay. Given that the Technical Panel
assigned a high priority to this amendment, Resolute does not see the value in returning this to the DRWG. If there are
specific questions that the Technical Panel may have for DRWG members, or others, it can certainly state them to seek
further input. I trust that you will advise the Technical Panel of Resolute’s views in this regard in any communications you
may have with the Panel.
Please let me know if you have questions or concerns.

Regards,
Cara Degelman | Manager Energy Procurement
Resolute Forest Products | T: (514) 394-2194 | C: (514) 604-3687
111 Robert-Bourassa Blvd, Montreal, QC H3C 2M1
Cara.Degelman@ResoluteFP.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the intended recipients, and it may be
privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, retransmission,
conversion to hard copy, copying, circulation or other use of this message is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended
recipient, please notify me immediately by return e-mail, and delete this message from your system.
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Peter/Tony,
For the March 5th Technical Panel meeting, we would like to invite Resolute to present to the Technical Panel the Feb 12th DRWG
presentation. The meeting will be held at our Adelaide offices (120 Adelaide Street West, Toronto ON, M5H 1T1 – 16th floor). The
meeting will start at 9:00 and end around 11:30.
At the meeting, following Resolute’s presentation, the IESO will give a presentation to the Technical Panel on it’s position on
Resolute’s proposal. Regarding next steps following the March 5th Technical Panel meeting, the IESO will propose that further
discussion of Resolute’s proposal continue at the April 25th DRWG meeting to address the feedback we had received from
participants at the Feb 12th DRWG.
Please confirm you are able to attend the March 5th Technical Panel meeting and who specifically will be attending (in order for us to
notify our Reception). Also, please let us know if the presentation for the March 5 TP will be the same as delivered at the February
12 DRWG, as we will include the presentation with the TP materials that will be posted and shared with the TP tomorrow via email.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Best regards,
Jo Chung | Supervisor – Market Rules | Legal Resources and Corporate Governance|
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